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ABSTRACT
A Survey on Detection and Defense of Application Layer DDoS Attacks
By
Naga Shalini Vadlamani
Dr. Ju-Yeon Jo, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

As the time is passing on, the effect of DDoS attacks on Internet security is growing
tremendously. Within a very little span there is a huge increase in the size and
frequency of DDoS attacks. With the new technologies and new techniques, the
attackers are finding more sophisticated ways to attack the servers. In this situation,
it is necessary to come up with various mechanisms to detect and defend these
DDoS attacks and protect the servers from the attackers. Many researches have been
carried out to detect the DDoS attack traffic in transport layer, which is more
vulnerable to DDoS attacks. DDoS attacks are more common in transport layer.
Coming to application layer, they incur huge loss and it is very difficult to mitigate
DDoS attacks even under the presence of strong firewalls and Intrusion Prevention
Security. Researches are being conducted to mitigate application layer DDoS
attacks.
This Research contains a discussion of various types of DDoS attacks, their
detection, and defense and prevention methods proposed by various researchers.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The most common hurdle the internet services facing today comes from DDoS
attacks. There are various tools that overwhelm the servers by launching Denial of
Service attacks. With increased technology and sophisticated techniques, it became
easy for the attackers to launch these attacks. When it comes to large network
environments, it becomes even harder to detect these attacks. Hence, these attacks
have become serious threats causing huge revenue losses to the Internet today. These
attacks mainly target transport layer, network layer and application layer. In order to
overcome this problem, we need more sophisticated methods to detect and defend
these attacks. This research gives an insight about the approaches that are proposed
by various researchers to detect and defend these kinds of attacks. This research
mainly focuses on Application Layer DDoS attacks and their defense mechanisms.
1.1 Outline
Chapter 2 discusses in detail about the attacks which includes various types of
network attacks and a brief introduction to DDoS attacks. Chapter 3 discusses about
Introduction to DDoS attacks in Network layer, Transport layer and Application
layer. Chapter 4 demonstrates an attack model, the experiment conducted under
DDoS attacks on TCP in transport layer. Chapter 5 discusses in depth about attacks
in Application layer which includes types of attacks and various mechanisms to
detect and defend against DDoS attacks, comparison between various approaches
and the final result. Chapter 6 discusses about the importance and need to develop
new approaches to protect the web services from DDoS attacks.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE
This chapter gives an insight about attack, various types of attacks in a network, and
gives an introduction to DDoS attacks.
2.1 Attack
In computer networks, an Attack [1] refers to an attempt to destroy, expose, alter,
disable, steal or gain unauthorized access to or make an unauthorized use of an asset.
Usually attacks can be classified into two types, one is an attack which targets
particular software and other is an attack which targets the protocols and web
services.
2.1.1

Types of Attacks

Data is usually subject to attacks when there is least security. The intensity and
survival of attacks differ depending on the security provided in the network. The
following are the attacks that are most common in a network. Most of these attacks
can be mitigated by following various approaches like increasing security, using
firewalls etc. The following is the description of each attack.
2.1.1.1 Malware
Malware [2] is a malicious stuff that comes along with good stuff when a user
attaches his devices to internet. This malware can enter a system through E-mails,
web pages etc. Once it enters the system, it can perform many harmful things like
deleting the files, installing spyware to detect the keystrokes and extract passwords,
credit card details etc. The malware can spread in the form of Virus, Worms or
Trojan horse.
2

2.1.1.2 IP Spoofing
IP Spoofing [2] is common in physical, network and link layers. In IP spoofing
attack, the message appears as if it came from a different source. The main purpose
of this attack is to conceal the identity of the sender. This kind of attack is widely
used in Denial-of-Service attacks. IP address is used as a source of validation to
identify whether the user is a legitimate user or not in all the operating systems and
networks. Attackers can spoof the IP address and present it as a valid IP and get
access to the system. Once the attackers get access to the system they can make any
changes to the system like modifying the data or deleting the data which incurs a
huge loss. Packet filtering is one of the techniques used to defend against IP
Spoofing.

Fig 1: Example to Demonstrate IP Spoofing

2.1.1.3 IP Sniffing
IP Sniffing [2] is common in physical, network and link layers. In this kind of
attack, the attacker analyses the network traffic and targets various protocols,
services and captures sensitive information like user name, password, e-mails etc. It
3

usually targets low level layers. Wireshark is one of the packet sniffer used to
capture packets.

Fig 2: Example to Demonstrate IP Sniffing

2.1.1.4 Password Based Attack
Most of the operating systems are secured using passwords. Depending on the
username and password which a user gives, the access rights are assigned to the
user. Once if the attacker gets to know the username and password of a valid user,
he can create an account for himself and provide all the rights provided to a
legitimate user. Now the attacker can use the system as a legitimate user and make
many changes to the computer. The attacker can gather the information about the
legitimate users, modify the network connections and configurations, modify or
delete important files.
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2.1.1.5 Man-in-the-middle Attack
In man-in-the-middle attack [2], the attacker monitors, captures and controls the
communication without the knowledge of sender or receiver. In lower levels of
network layer, the computers may not know with whom they are communicating
with. Here, the Man-in-the-middle responds actively to the sender creating an
impression that he is the receiver. The attacker can introduce viruses into the system
and can alter/modify the data.

Fig 3: Example to Demonstrate Man-in-the-middle Attack

2.1.1.6 Denial of Service Attack
Denial of service attack’s [2] main purpose is to degrade an application or a
computer system. It can be accomplished in various ways. This can be achieved by
depleting various resources like CPU, memory, disk space, network bandwidth etc.
Denial of Service can be of many forms. SYN flooding, UDP flooding, ICMP
flooding etc. comes under denial of service attacks. Web servers, E-mail servers,
DNS servers etc. are subjected to DOS attacks.
According to [2] usually DOS attacks are classified into three types.
5

Vulnerability Attack: It involves sending messages to a vulnerable application or a
system. If enough number of messages is sent, there is high chance of the host to
crash or the services to stop.
Bandwidth Flooding: It involves sending a huge number of packets to the targeted
host in order to make the target link to get clogged. As a result the legitimate users
cannot reach the server.
Connection Flooding: It involves opening a huge number of bogus TCP
connections at the target server. With these huge half-open or full-open connections,
the host server becomes busy in handling them and as a result it could not accept
requests from the legitimate users.
According to [3], Denial of Service is classified into three types namely, DoS
(Denial of Service), DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service), DRDoS (Distributed
Reflected Denial of Service). Among these types, DRDoS is a very rare attack. In
[3], Chen proposed various methods to defend SYN flooding attack. SYN flood
attack can be prevented by reducing SYN timeout time, setting SYN cookie. But
these methods don’t work efficiently in all the cases. Hence, various preventive
measures are explained in this paper. Using a firewall or using a router which carries
out preventive NBR, we can prevent SYN flooding attacks.
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CHAPTER 3
DDoS ATTACKS IN NETWORK AND TRANSPORT LAYERS
In this chapter, the first section gives introduction to DDoS attacks in various layers;
the second section gives insight about various types of DDoS attacks.
3.1 Botnets
A large set of compromised computers that are controlled by attackers for various
purposes to carry DDoS attacks are called “Botnets”. Usually these are huge in
number and play a very important role in committing DDoS attacks. Normal
computers usually get infected by various malwares like virus which spread out
through email attachments, various links. These infected computers join Botnets.
Botnets have a multi-tier architecture. From the figure, we can observe that the
attacker contacts clients and issues the instructions to daemons. As a result, attack is
carried out by flooding the victim with too many requests.

Fig 4: Example of Botnet
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3.2 Distributed Denial of Service Attack
It is an attempt to make the resources or services unavailable to the legitimate users
by making the system or the server busy with overwhelmed traffic. In DDoS attacks,
many computers and many internet connections are used to flood the target with
overwhelmed traffic. There are various techniques available to defend against these
DDoS attacks and many researches are being conducted.
3.2.1

History of DoS and DDoS Attacks

Initially, in early 1990’s DoS attacks started with a single user attacking another user
just with a single click of a button. In late 1990’s, a set of compromised computers
which are controlled by attackers, technically called as “Botnets” were formed.
These Botnets resulted in the formation of Distributed Denial of Service attacks. In
the year of 2000, the first large scale DDoS attack was committed against various
companies like CNN, Yahoo, eBay, Amazon.com etc. Almost all these companies
had significant presence in internet. In year 2004, these attacks were used for hire
and extortion. Most recently, in years 2007 and 2008, these attacks were widely used
against political dissident groups and even against Republic of Georgia during
military conflict with Russia.
According to survey conducted by Arbor Networks [4], it has shown that DDoS
attacks have been growing rapidly since 2001 and among these, the application layer
attacks are on the top. The survey shows that DDoS attacks increased ten times in
size from 2005 to 2010. Arbor determined a graph which shows the statistics of
increase in application layer DDoS attacks for specific applications.
8

Fig 5: Application Layer DDoS Attacks on Rise

According to a survey conducted by Corero Network Security [5], 38% of U.S
enterprises have suffered from DDoS attacks within last one year and 42% of them
are victims of multiple attacks. The below figure show the percentage of various
organizations that are subjected to risk.

Fig 6: Organizations at Risk

According

to

[5],

the

motivation

behind

DDoS

attacks

is

mainly

Political/Ideological, or for the Financial gain, Competitive advantage. The graph
below show the percentage of each motive behind DDoS attacks.
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Fig 7: DDoS Attack Motivations

3.1 DDoS Attacks in Network and Transport Layers
There are several types of DDoS attacks. Each of them can be committed by using a
single attacker or using Botnet.
1. TCP SYN flood
2. Smurf IP
3. UDP flood
4. Ping of death
3.3.1

TCP SYN Flood

This kind of attack affects the hosts running TCP server processes. The main idea of
this attack is to make the host retain various unnecessary connections and use all the
resources so that the legitimate users do not have enough resources to establish new
connections. The attacker keeps sending too many requests to the server and does
not respond with an ACK. Thus, makes the server wait for long time keeping the
connections open for unnecessary traffic. Many methods have been developed to
reduce the effect of SYN flooding. The following figure depicts the TCP SYN
flooding attack.

10

Fig 8: TCP SYN Flood

3.3.2

Smurf IP

In a Smurf IP attack, a ping request is sent by attacker to the broadcast address,
modifying the packet to have the victim’s IP address as the source. Because the
ping was sent to a broadcast address, it will be received by all the machines on the
subnet. They read the source IP address, belonging to the victim, and all of them
send replies to the victim, overwhelming it with replies. The following figure depicts
the Smurf IP attack

Fig 9: Smurf IP
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3.3.3

UDP Flood

Its main purpose is to flood a service with huge number of UDP packets. This type
of Denial of Service attack fires UDP packets at the victim, attempting to
overwhelm a service that is listening for UDP packets. Echo/ Chargen are well
known exploits. Chargen is an exploit which generates continuous stream of
characters to a network output. Echo is an exploit which reads from the network and
“echoes” back what it has read.
3.3.4

Ping of Death

In this kind of attack, the attacker sends larger ping packets/ requests than which is
allowed. This results in buffer overflow which leads to system crash. It is very easy
to commit this kind of Denial of Service attack. It was very difficult situation in
1990’s. Now, there are various methods to defend against this attack.
In [5], it summarized all these attacks in a table. The following table describes each
of the DDoS attacks in brief.

12

Fig 10: Types of DDoS Attacks
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CHAPTER 4
DEMONSTRATION OF DDoS ATTACKS ON TCP
This chapter demonstrates an attack committed while transferring files over TCP
under DDoS attacks. This experiment shows how a server is attacked using packet
flooding. It demonstrates how to capture the packets using wireshark and how to
view the details about lost packets. It also demonstrates the setup, tools used to
perform the experiment. An image file is transferred from server to client on TCP at
a very low bandwidth of 10KBPS.
The following are the requirements to conduct the experiment,
1. Three Computers
2. A Switch
3. Linux Operating System
4. Wireshark
Three machines are setup which act as client, server and attacker. A programmable
switch is used in order to reduce the network bandwidth to 10kbps. Experiment is
conducted in Linux environment as it has various tools like wireshark, netcat, hping
etc. which are used in the experiment.
4.1 Wireshark
Wireshark is an open-source packet analyzer tool which is used to collect packets
exchanged over a network and monitor the traffic. It provides various features
similar to that of tcpdump; additionally it also provides a graphical interface. It
provides various extra features like filtering, sorting etc. These filters are used to

14

refine the data display. Using wireshark, we can view the TCP flow, Time-Sequence
graphs, conversation lists etc.
4.2 netcat
Netcat is used to scan various ports, to transfer files, to listen to various ports etc.
Using netcat, we can create a client-server message chat communication.
4.3 Creating Client-Server Message Chat Communication
Initially, a message chat communication is created between client machine and
server machine in order to check if both the machines are connected and ping each
other. The following table explains the order in which the commands are executed at
each machine.

S No
1
4

Server
S No
Client
2
nc –l –p 1234
nc 10.18.22.83 1234
Hello
3
Hi
Table1: Client-Server Message Chat Communication

In Table1, “nc” represents netcat, -l –p tells the machine to listen to a particular port
and 1234 is the port number. At client machine, 10.18.22.83 represents IP address of
the Server.

Fig 11: Messages at Server Machine
15

Fig 12: Messages at Client Machine

4.4 Transferring an Image File from Server to Client
Initially, an image file named image.jpg is copied to root folder of server machine.
Then, terminal is opened in server machine and type the following command.
“nc –l –p 1234 < image.jpg"
Now, open terminal in client machine and type in the following command.
“nc 10.18.22.105 > image.jpg”
Now, the image.jpg file is copied from server’s root directory to client’s root
directory.

S No
1
2
3

Server

S No

Copy an image to root
folder
Open terminal

4

Client

Open terminal

Type in the following
5
nc 10.18.22.105
command
> image.jpg
nc –l –p 1234 <
image.jpg
Table 2: Image Transfer from Server to Client
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Fig 13: Command at Server Machine

Fig 14: Command at Client Machine

4.4.1

Capturing the Packet Data

While transferring the image file from server to client, open terminal at both client
and server and type “Wireshark” command. It opens the wireshark tool, which is
used to capture the packets. When the transfer begins, run the wireshark at both
sending and receiving ends. Save them as Server_Capture and Client_Capture. Now
the Client_Capture file is on client machine. We need to transfer it to server
machine. Follow the same process which we used to transfer image file.

Fig 15: Saving Files at Server’s Root Folder
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From the above screenshot, we can see the Client_Capture, image files transferred
to/from the server.
4.4.2

Merging the Packets

Now, the Client_Capture and Server_Capture files are in the root directory of Server
machine. We need to merge these files for further comparison. Open Server_Capture
in wireshark and from the file menu, select “Merge” option. It opens up the open
window which allows us to select the file that is to be merged. Then, select the
Client_Capture and open it. Now, in the wireshark we have the merged the captured
packets of both client and server. Save these merged packets as Merged_Capture in
the root folder of server.

Fig 16: Merge Option in Wireshark
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Fig 17: Selecting Files to be Merged

Fig 18: Saving the Merged File in Root Folder

4.4.3

Comparing the Packets

Now, once we get the merged file, we need to do further comparisons. Now, open
Merged_File. Select statistics tab and then select compare option. The “start
compare” and “stop compare” values are assigned. Give the filter as “tcp.port eq
1234” since the transfer was made on port 1234. When we hit compare, it gives the
statistics like number of packets lost and the sequence numbers etc. Using these
statistics, we can easily know how many packets were lost or out of order.
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Fig 19: Selecting Compare Option

Fig 20: Comparing Merged Files

Fig 21: Comparison Results
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4.5 Outline of the Experiment
Setup three machines which acts as client, server and attacker and runs on LINUX
environment. All these three machines are connected to the network through a
switch. The bandwidth of the network is configured to 10KBPS. Initially the client
machine requests a file from server machine. In this experiment, an image file of
size 2MB is considered. When the file is requested, the request goes through the
switch and reaches the server. In the meanwhile, the attacker floods huge amount of
packets to the server using hping3 attack command. This attack makes the server
overwhelm with lots of packets. Due to huge packet flooding, packets are lost at the
switch. When a large file is being transferred from machine to another at reduced
bandwidth under DDoS attack, due to heavy traffic we can observe packet loss. This
results in denial of service from the server to a legitimate user.

Fig 22: DDoS Attack on Server while Transferring an Image File using TCP
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Initially, server is having the image file which is to be transferred to the client
machine. Below are the screenshots which describes the entire process.

Fig 23: Command at Client’s Machine

Fig 24: Command at Server’s Machine

Fig 25: Command at Attacker’s Machine

Before executing these commands, open the wireshark application on client, server
and attacker machines to capture the packets. Below are the screenshots of captured
packets.
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Fig 26: Packets captured at Server’s Machine

Now, using the previous method, merge both the server and client files.

Fig 27: Time-Sequence Graph

Once the files are merged, we can observe various things like how many packets are
lost, how many packets were sent out of order, how long it took for the file transfer
etc. Using TCP traces, we can observe the TCP slow start. Due to large amount of
packet flooding from the attacker, the packets are lost while transferring from server
to client. Thus, the client cannot receive the file completely. Thus, this chapter gives
an insight about how an attack is committed using hping3 tool and how the server
denies processing the requests of the client. This entire experiment is conducted in
Linux environment.
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Fig 28: TCP Slow Start

Fig 29: Image Sent

Fig 30: Image Received
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CHAPTER 5
DDoS ATTACKS IN APPLICATION LAYER
According to Arbor networks [4], application layer DDoS attacks are classified into
four types. The below is the description of each attack.
5.1 Types of Attacks in Application Layer
5.1.1

Request Flooding Attacks

In this kind of attack, the attacker sends huge number of legitimate requests to the
server and overwhelms the session resources of the server.
5.1.2

Asymmetric Attacks

In this kind of attack, the attacker sends requests at normal rate which has high work
load. The goal of this attack is to consume resources like CPU, memory of the server
and degrade it.
5.1.3

Repeated One Shot Attacks

These kinds of attacks are stealthier when compared to the request flooding and
asymmetric attacks. But the goal of this attack is the same, to degrade the server. In
this attack, high workload request are sent over multiple TCP sessions.
5.1.4

Application - Exploit Attacks

These attacks targets the applications vulnerabilities and thus gaining control of
application and network. Examples of these kinds of attacks include, buffer
overflows, cookie poisoning, SQL injection etc.
The next section discusses about various approaches proposed by various
researchers to detect and defend against DDoS attacks at Application layer.
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5.2 Approaches for Application Layer DDoS Attack Defense and Detection
This section gives an insight about various detection and defense mechanisms
proposed by various researchers. Each approach is explained in brief. It covers the
mechanism followed by each approach, advantages and disadvantages of each
approach etc.
5.2.1

A Novel Framework to Detect and Block DDoS Attack at Application
Layer

[6] Introduced new algorithms that are capable to detecting and blocking various
DDoS attacks which allows the legitimate users including flash crowds. Its main
goal is to design algorithms at application layer that detects the attack traffic and
allows legitimate traffic to receive web services. It implements user signature
calibration using CAPTCHA or AYAH.
5.2.1.1 CAPTCHA
Use of CAPTCHA (Completely automated public Turing test to tell computers and
humans apart) to detect DDoS includes Kandula et al [7] and Boyd et al [8] which is
implemented as a puzzle authentication mechanism. A signature is generated for
each user that determines whether a user is suspicious or not. According to David
Pogue [9], CAPTCHA really stands for “Computer annoying people with timewasting challenges”.
5.2.1.2 AYAH
It is similar to that of CAPTCHA. It allows dynamic determination of whether a
signature really represents an attack or non-human user like robots or a legitimate
human user. AYAH is implemented on a tiny fraction of traffic.
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5.2.1.3 System Model
It contains signatures and web requests. Each user makes a web request and is
named as USER 1, USER 2 so on. Each user’s web request is assigned a signature
by signature generator. Once the signature is generated, signature database is
updated. A threshold value is set for the server load. This model considered two
thresholds as Low Load Threshold (LLT) and High Load Threshold (HLT). If the
threshold value is above LLT, then suspicious users are detected and delayed. If
threshold value is above HLT then the suspicious users are blocked. It detects the
suspicious users based on blocking methods like AYAH and existing signature
detection. In this system AYAH page is implemented on very small amount of
traffic.
5.2.1.4 Advantages
This model differentiates flash crowd from attack traffic.
5.2.1.5 Disadvantages
Use of AYAH occasionally causes some delay and it is implemented on very small
amount of traffic.

Fig 31: System Model
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5.2.2

IP Trace Back System for Network and Application Layer Attacks

IP Trace back System [10] detects both network layer and application layer attacks.
This system considered HTTP Flood attack and worms where attackers evade
detection by posing as legitimate clients. This method also employs SNORT during
the creation of normal profiles [11].
This paper proposed a hybrid technique, which detects an attack and generates
an alert file and sends it to IP address reconstruction module. In this module, the IP
Address of ingress router of the attacker can be reconstructed.
5.2.2.1 Attack Detection
Initially, packet headers are analyzed by generating histograms and various
behaviors are saved as baselines. Later, the payload information is analyzed. The
online traffic payload is compared with header and statistical models are developed
which are used to determine the deviation. More the deviation, more anomalous the
payload is. Under feature selection and histogram creation various features can be
captured from the traffic and can be used for detecting the anomalies. Features like
IP address are used to detect DDoS flooding attacks. For non-flooding attacks,
payload is processed to extract the model. MAHALANOBIS distance is used to
classify the non-flooding application layer attacks. Higher the distance, greater is the
chance of payload to be abnormal.
5.2.2.2 Hybrid IP Trace Back
Packet marking reduces the overload of the router. It consists of three components,
First one is Packet marking. Router’s IP address is fragmented into four parts and
marked. In order to avoid errors while grouping the fragments, checksum is used.
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Second is IP Address Reconstruction. Once the malicious packets are detected, then
reconstruction is done to detect the ingress router. Address identification and
Address recovery are the two phases involved in IP address reconstruction. Third is
attacker’s source identification using the entropy. Entropy variation is calculated for
certain amount of traffic in particular time interval. Each router has various
interfaces. The interface with large deviation is considered as suspicious and added
to the list. This suspicious list is referred to track back the suspected host.
5.2.2.3 Advantages
1. Detection system detects both flooding and non-flooding bad payload attacks.
2. Checksum is used instead of hash function calculations, reduces time and byte
consumption of IP header fields.
3. The interface from which the attacker enters the network is found.
4. Proactive traffic shaping pushes flooding packets to lower priority queue even
before detecting the attack.
5. Medium number of false positives.
6. Proactive shaping will allocate lesser bandwidth to suspicious flows.
5.2.2.4 Disadvantages
It has the problem of false positives.
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Fig 32: Overview of Proposed IP Trace Back System

5.2.3

Application Layer DDoS Detection using Clustering Analysis

[12] Introduced a clustering method to analyze application layer DDoS attacks.
User’s sessions are clustered to capture the browsing behavior. Various features like
Session, Request rate, Average Popularity, Average transition probability are
extracted to cluster user sessions.
[12] Uses Cluster analysis method to analyze browsing behavior of user and to
detect application layer DDoS attacks. Its main goal is to detect application layer
DDoS attacks.
5.2.3.1 Proposed Method
Initially, the user sessions are clustered. To detect the application layer DDoS
attacks, deviation between sessions and normal clusters need to be calculated.
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5.2.3.2 Clustering Analysis
Using the features extracted above, user sessions are clustered and these clusters are
used to group browsing behaviors. When there is a DDoS attack, the attack sessions
can be separated from normal ones.

There are various methods to implement

clustering. This model uses hierarchical clustering method to cluster the sessions.
Finally, the number of clusters has to be determined. This model used Hierarchical
clustering method [13].
5.2.3.3 Summary
A clustering model is proposed to determine the web user browsing behavior. Based
on this behavior, a counter mechanism to detect application layer attacks is built.
Simulated the attack for number of times and results prove that this model is
efficient and effective.
5.2.3.4 Advantages
This model uses various features to calculate the browsing behavior. It finds out the
number of sessions, anomalies, detection rate.
5.2.3.5 Disadvantages
This model cannot distinguish attack traffic from flash crowds.
5.2.4

An Effective Approach to Counter Application Layer DDoS Attacks

[14] Proposed a scheme to defend against DDoS attacks in application layer and
schedule the flash crowd during these attacks.
An access matrix is used to capture access patterns of legitimate clients and
normal flash crowd. Its main goal is to drop the suspicious traffic and to provide
services to legitimate users.
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5.2.4.1 Proposed Work
This method is based on the behavior of the web user. It uses access matrix to
capture the access patterns of the legitimate users as well as the flash crowd. Various
parameters like HTTP request rate, HTTP session rate, Server documents, access
duration are store in access matrix. DDoS counter mechanism examines the request;
parse this request URL to identify the request type. It maintains the work-load and
arrival-history of these requests. This counter mechanism uses suspicion assignment
and scheduler. Suspicion mechanism assigns score to each client. If the deviation is
more, then it is considered to be suspicious. Scheduler decides whether to forward
session requests or not.
5.2.4.2 Detection Principle
It has three steps namely, Data collection, data abstraction and detection.
5.2.4.3 Summary
Using the system log, compute an access matrix. This access matrix is decomposed
into singular value. Now, each independent component is analyzed. For each
element, suspicions score is assigned and based on the score the suspicious attacks
are detected. Then normal flows are scheduled.
5.2.4.4 Advantages
This model detects DDoS attacks during normal flow as well as during flash crowds.
Schedules traffic even on attack based on the system workload and scheduling
policy.
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Fig 33: System Architecture

5.2.5

Detection of Application Layer Distributed Denial of Service

A simple and effective approach is introduced to detect application layer DDoS
attacks. [15] proposed an http request transition matrix in order to describe users
browsing behavior. This paper considered a scenario where a bot keeps sending
requests to the web server which have a very small transition probability. Using the
likelihood interval, the bots can be easily recognized. Its main goal is to differentiate
between humans and botns request sequences even when the attack occurs in low
volume or at low rate.
[15] involves four steps namely, Data preprocessing, Threshold, Generating
DDoS traces, Detecting DDoS. Each of them are explained below.
5.2.5.1 Dataset Preprocessing
Datasets are required to train an algorithm. Generated datasets from Internet Traffic
archives sponsored by ACM SIGCOMM. The dataset contains various information
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like, the host making the request, hostname, IP address, date, HTTP reply code,
bytes in reply, document_ID etc.
5.2.5.2 Threshold
Three parameters have to be determined from the dataset collected. First is,
Frequency vector which defines the “popularity of all the objects”. Second is,
transition probability matrix which defines the transition probability from one page
to another. Third is host request sequence probability which gives the average
probability of transition probability of the request sequence. Later, run a detecting
algorithm for a particular interval called sampling rate.
5.2.5.3 Generate DDoS Traces
An attack which establishes large number of open connectionsand utilize the disk
space is used in this experiment. This kind of attack is detected through this
experiment. 100 DDoS attacker hosts are injected to generate the attack. DDoS
attack is simulated using “DDosim tool”.
5.2.5.4 Detecting DDoS
Transition probability matrix, frequency vector, sampling rate are determined. A
detection algorithm is carried out using these parameters. Using this method, random
request DDoS attack can be detected very easily.
5.2.5.5 Summary
Initially, the datasets are preprocessed and various parameters are determined in
order to set a threshold. Later, transition probability and request sequence
probability are calculated using an algorithm. Now, DDoS attacks are simulated
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using DDosim tool in linux environment. Later detection algorithm is used to detect
the random request DDoS attacks on a web server.
5.2.6

Timeslot Monitoring Model for Application Layer DDoS Attack
Detection

A new model for detecting application layer DDoS attacks is proposed in [16]. This
model generates the profiles for the traffic patterns of legitimate user and the
attacker.
Timeslot Monitoring Model (TMM) generates service request traffic profiles of
legitimate users and attackers. Its main goal is to extract IP address of the attacker,
to determine whether the traffic is attack traffic or legitimate traffic.
5.2.6.1 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
TMM utilizes a pattern classification algorithm called SVM [17]. It is one of the
most accurate classification methods. It monitors the traffic in a period called
“Monitoring Period (MP)”. One HTTP GET request is managed at a time under
monitoring period. Once the monitoring period is passed, then key features are
extracted. Using these features, SVM detects whether it is attack traffic or normal
traffic.
5.2.6.2 Summary
TMM monitors the traffic and processes one request at a time. This period is
Monitoring period. Once it passes, key features are extracted. Using these key
features, SVM detects whether it is attack traffic or normal traffic.
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5.2.6.3 Advantages
It requires small amount of memory and CPU resources. It extracts the IP address of
the attacker with very high detection rates.
5.2.6.4 Disadvantages
It can be used to detect low amount of application layer DDoS attacks.
5.2.7

CALD: Surviving Various Application Layer DDoS Attacks that Mimic
Flash Crowd

Application layer attacks utilize HTTP requests to overwhelm server. These kinds of
attacks are more undetectable. It is even more difficult to detect these attacks when
they occur during flash crowd event. CALD [18] filters legitimate traffic and blocks
the attack traffic. This model is concerned with three types of attacks namely,
Repeated request DDoS, Recursive request DDoS, Repeated Workload DDoS.
MyDoom [19], Code Red [20] belongs to these kinds of DDoS attacks.
CALD [18] is an architectural extension that protects web servers against various
DDoS attacks that mimic flash crowds. It has three major functions, abnormal traffic
detection, and DDoS attack detection, filter. The main goal of CALD is to let
legitimate traffic and stop attack traffic. It has three main functions namely,
Abnormal traffic detection, DDoS attack detection, Filter.
5.2.7.1 Front-end Sensor
Initially, it monitors the traffic to find out if it contains any DDoS attack traffic or
flash crowds. Intense pulse in traffic means possible existence of abnormality
because it is the basic property of DDoS attacks and flash crowds. If the sensor
identifies abnormal traffic, it sends ATTENTION signal and activates the attack
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detection module. It sends DISMISS signal when it finds that the traffic is normal.
Secondly, records average frequency of source IP address and check the total mess
extent. Then set a threshold value, malicious IP’s are detected. It uses parameters
from detection module to filter legitimate traffic and stop attack traffic.
5.2.7.2 Abnormal Traffic Detection
It is a real time series analyzer. This is deployed in front-end sensor. This system is
aimed to detect any abrupt changes in the HTTP Get request traffic. The difference
between observed behavior and output of the model gives anomalous signature.
These signatures are reported as a signal to DDoS attack detection component and
identify whether flash crowd or DDoS really happens. A lot of applications having
such idea on network traffic analysis have been observed in [21], [22].
5.2.7.3 DDoS Attack Detection
When the sensor at front-end sends an ATTENTION signal, this component is
activated. This component traces the incoming source IP address, each visiting
webpage, and records the average frequencies in a vector. Based on vector, entropy
is calculated. Entropy describes the distribution of incoming sources and target
Webpages.
Incoming source IP address = A
Extent of target Webpages =B
Rate between A and B = R.
The value of R is smaller in flash crowds when compared to DDoS attacks in
application layer. Thus, threshold values are set and anomalous source IP addresses
are detected.
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5.2.7.4 Filter
The anomalous Source IP addresses are sent to filter so that it can release the
flooding. This model used around 20,000 compromised computers [23] to create
DDoS attack. This paper adopted Bloom filter [24]. This model uses Kalman filter to
calibrate the prediction results.
5.2.7.5 Summary
First, front-end sensor detects the abnormal traffic, sends ATTENTION signal to
Attack detection module. It traces the incoming source IP address, each visiting
webpage, and records the average frequencies in a vector. A threshold value is set
and malicious IP addresses are found. These addresses are sent to a filter to perform
flooding and these IP addresses are blocked and flash crowd is continued.
5.2.7.6 Advantages
Runs attack detection component only when it detects some anomalies. Filters
abnormal traffic and leaves the web site safe. It overcomes disadvantage of DDoSShield.
5.2.7.7 Disadvantages
Sensitive to slowly increasing DDoS attack traffic.

Fig 34: CALD Overview
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5.2.8

DDoS–Shield: DDoS Resilient Scheduling to Counter Application Layer
Attacks

DDoS-Shield [25] considered sophisticated attacks which are protocol-compliant,
non-intrusive, and which utilize legitimate application-layer requests to overwhelm
system resources. In [25], the application layer attacks are characterized into three
classes namely, request flooding, asymmetric or repeated one-shot on the basis of
workload that they exhibit.
DDoS-Shield [25] contains two functions namely, suspicion assignment
mechanism and DDoS-Resilient Scheduler. The main goal of DDoS-Shield is to
protect web servers from above mentioned application layer attacks.
5.2.8.1 Attacker Model
The goal of the attacker is to degrade the capacity of server from providing services
to legitimate users. Through monitoring or profiling, the attacker obtains the
information related to server resources that are consumed by different legitimate
users. As said before, the attacks at application layer are classified into three classes
as Request flooding attack, Asymmetric flooding attack, repeated one-shot attack.
Attacker model does not make any assumptions about the set of IP addresses that
can be accessed by the attacker. In this model, it is assumed that the system scales its
capacity based on the client’s demand using Content Distribution Network [26] or a
server on-demand infrastructure [27].
5.2.8.2 Victim Model
In victim model, the main focus is on e-commerce applications, which consists of
multiple-tiers for processing requests. According to load-balancing policy, once
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when a request is received, the reverse proxy server parses the request’s URL and
routes the request to a web server. Victim model assume that all tiers continuously
monitor the resources and generates resource utilization reports as well as overall
system statistics such as throughput and response time at the application layer. Each
e-commerce application is served by various scripts like PHP, JSP etc. Each query
originating from the dynamic requests are then redirected to the database server
using load-balancing strategy [28], [29].
5.2.8.3 Defense Model
The defense model consists of a DDoS-Shield. This is integrated with the reverseproxy. It schedules or drops attack requests before they reach the web-cluster tier.
The DDoS-Shield verifies the requests belonging to each session, parses them to get
the request type and maintains the request’s workload and arrival- history.
5.2.8.4 DDoS-Shield
Suspicion assignment mechanism uses session history to assign a suspicion measure
to every client session. DDoS-resilient scheduler that decides which sessions are
allowed to forward requests and when, depending on the scheduling policy and the
scheduler service rate.
5.2.8.5 Summary
This model explores the vulnerability of systems to sophisticated application layer
DDoS-attacks which are both protocol-compliant and non-intrusive. A framework is
developed to classify these resource attacks as one of request flooding, asymmetric
workload, repeated one-shot attacks or combinations thereof, on the basis of the
application workload exhibit. Since these resource attacks are un-detectable via
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application layer techniques, they developed DDoS-Shield, a counter-mechanism
which assigns a suspicion measure to a session in proportion to its deviation from
legitimate behavior and uses a DDoS-resilient scheduler to decide whether and when
the session is serviced. Using a web application hosted on an experimental test bed,
they demonstrated the potency of these attacks as well as the efficacy of DDoSShield in mitigating them.
5.2.8.6 Advantages
This model detects session arrival misbehavior as well as session workload
misbehavior.
5.2.8.7 Disadvantages
This model cannot distinguish flash crowd traffic from the attack traffic. It monitors
only abnormal traffic.

Fig 35: Defense System Model: DDoS-Shield

5.2.9

Monitoring the Application-Layer DDoS Attacks for Popular Websites

[30] Introduced a scheme to capture the patterns of normal flash crowd and to
implement application layer DDoS attacks detection.
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It uses access matrix to capture patterns of normal flash crowd, anomaly detector
based on HsMM to detect attacks. Its main goal is to identify whether the surge is
due to application layer DDoS attacks or due to normal flash crowd which is
generated due to high access rate.
5.2.9.1 Detection Principle
[30] Considered application layer DDoS attacks as anomaly browsing behavior.
Various results which are significant to this work showed that user’s access behavior
can be used to detect anomalous users. This paper used the same concept used by
[31]-[32] where the document popularity is used to determine the user behavior.
5.2.9.2 Detection Architecture
Overall detection process is divided into three steps namely, data preparation, training
and monitoring. In practical, initially the model is trained by low workload whose
normality can be easily detected by anomaly detection systems. Later, this workload
is monitored and it is used in anomaly detection.
5.2.9.3 Summary
[30] Proposed detection architecture at monitoring Web traffic in order to detect the
dynamic shifts in normal flash crowd. This method is based on PCA, ICA and
HsMM. The result shows that, the detection system is able to capture shift of traffic
due to normal traffic and traffic due to attacks.
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Fig 36: Monitoring Architecture

5.2.10 Detection and Offense Mechanism to Defend Against Application Layer
DDoS Attacks
Similar to [25], this paper characterized application layer attacks into three classes
namely, session flooding, Request flooding, Asymmetric attacks. It uses a
combination of Detection and Currency technology to defend against application
layer DDoS attacks.
This paper proposed DOW (Defense and offense wall) mechanism [33] which
uses Detection technology (Anomaly detection model), Currency technology
(Encouragement model). The main goal of DOW is to minimize delay, maximize
service rate.
5.2.10.1

Anomaly Detection Method

It is used to reduce attack request rate and fraction of workload requests. It defends
Request flooding and asymmetric attacks. It drops suspicious sessions using
anomaly filter. This method has three phases namely, Training, Detection, Filtering.
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In training phase, it uses K-means clustering method to build normal client behavior
profile. In detection phase, the attacks are detected by a cluster distance based
method. In Filtering phase, based on the trust value on each session, the filters drop
the suspicious sessions. It filters flooding, asymmetric attacks.
5.2.10.2

Encouragement Model

The sessions dropped through anomaly filter in anomaly detection method are used
by encouragement model. Encouragement model encourages the client to retry using
the same session. This method defends session flooding. It uses client’s session rate
or some kind of puzzle as currency. This method encourages more legitimate
sessions.
5.2.10.3

Advantages

It offers another chance for legitimate users whose sessions are dropped by anomaly
detection model to get service eventually reducing false-positive rate.
5.2.10.4

Disadvantages

It is annoying for legitimate clients to enter the puzzle and it is also causes some
delay. Network bandwidth affects the functionality. It is very complicated to train a
model and computation is very complicated.

Fig 37: Detection and Offense Mechanism (DOM)
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5.2.11 A Three Layer Defense Mechanism Based on Web Servers Against DDoS
Attacks
[34] proposed a novel three-layered security mechanism which protects web
servers. It filters the illegitimate traffic using statistical filtering and traffic limiting.
Traffic limit is used on application layer for DDoS attacks using legitimate IP.
This model performs fair bandwidth allocation among all clients and attackers
that are using legitimate IP address. It enforces a law to enforce quota each client
may send. After an IP address sends more than Q packets, it will be given a share of
1/10 of its fair share. This bandwidth allocation limits the amount of bandwidth
attackers can use. Its main goal is to sustain web server from DDoS attacks and
ensure the availability of web services.
5.2.11.1

Summary

Distinguish packets using genuine IP for attack and prevent them from consuming
system resources. Thus, allowing legitimate users to pass through.
5.2.11.2

Advantages

Uses a law to enforce quota for limiting amount of bandwidth the attackers can
consume.

Fig 38: Three-Layer Defense Mechanism
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5.2.12 A Novel Model for Detecting Application Layer DDoS Attacks
[35] Considered attacks that utilize HTTP requests and overwhelm the web server at
application layer. Hidden semi-Markov Model is applied to measure browsing
behaviors and to implement anomaly detection for application layer DDoS attacks.
Its functionality is to detect DDoS attacks based on web user browsing behavior.
5.2.12.1

Hidden Semi-Markov Model

It can be used to describe web user browsing behaviors and in implementing
anomaly detection. When compared to HMM (Hidden Markov Model), HsMM
(Hidden semi-Markov Model) is better in describing second order self-similarity and
long range dependence of which might change with time.
5.2.12.2

HsMM for Web Browsing Behaviors

A web user can browse a website by entering the URL or just by clicking on the
hyperlinks. It means, web user can log into a single page using different ways.
Browsing behaviors can be described as follows, each clicked page is a Markov state
(Hidden state), URLs and Embedded objects as observations on the state, Number of
requests as duration of the state. Here, Hidden semi-Markov Model (HsMM) [36][38] is used to capture browsing behavior of web users. Many researches have been
done on capturing web user behaviors in past ten years [39]-[44]. Yu et al in [45]
proved that HsMM is better than HMM in anomaly detection.
5.2.12.3

Algorithm for the Model

Consider parameters of new HsMM as λ = ({amn}, {bm((vk)}, {pm(d)}) where,
{amn} is transition state probability
{bm((vk)} is observation probability
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{pm(d)} is probability of state duration
Derive backward variable, backward formulae and forward variables and forward
formulae. Using these variables, joint probability variables are defined.
5.2.12.4

Detection of DDoS Attacks

Hidden semi-Markov model computes the likelihood of normal user’s browsing
sequences. This is called Original Likelihood Distribution (OLD). Deviation from
this OLD is defined as abnormality in observed request sequence. Usually, HTTP
requests are used by the attackers to mimic as legitimate user and overwhelm the
server. It results in large deviation from OLD and thus we can easily detect the
DDoS attack.

Fig 39: Filter Based on Behavioral Model

5.2.12.5

Summary

Initially, set training data, construct HsMM and OLD. Apply this model to detect
DDoS attacks. A filter between internet and victim takes HTTP request sequence
and decides whether to accept or reject the request. All the requests that are
unaccepted are discarded. The requests that are accepted are passes through the filter
and reach the service module.
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5.2.12.6

Advantages

This model can distinguish normal browsing data from the bad ones. This model can
be integrated with many applications.
5.2.13 Defense Mechanism Proposed by Cisco
Apart from these approaches, Cisco Systems proposed an innovative technology and
architecture that delivers protection from DDoS attacks. [46] Considered various key
points to build an efficient DDoS protection. They are as follows.
-

The approach should not only detect the attack it should also mitigate the attack.

-

The approach should easily differentiate between good traffic and bad traffic
other than detecting the presence of attack.

-

The approach should be reliable and cost-efficient.

5.2.13.1

Cisco Systems DDoS Protection Solution

Cisco provides DDoS protection solution based on principles of detection, diversion,
verification, and forwarding to help ensure total protection. When DDoS attack is
launched, business continuity is maintained by:
-

Detecting the DDoS attack

-

Diverting the data traffic

-

Analyzing and filtering the bad traffic from good traffic without having any
impact on the performance while allowing legitimate users to complete

-

Forwarding good traffic to maintain business continuity

5.2.13.2

The Cisco Solution Set

Cisco solution delivers a very rapid response to DDoS attacks which is measured in
seconds, not hours. The solution set uses two components.
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Cisco Anomaly Detector (TAD) XT which acts as a warning system. It monitors the
traffic and detects if there is any deviation from normal behavior. If the deviation is
present, then it alerts the Cisco Guard XT. Cisco Guard XT which acts as a DDoSmitigation device. Here, the traffic is subjected to five-stage analysis and filtering
process.

Fig 40: Cisco Systems MVP Architecture

This approach scrutinizes the traffic in detail and ensures that DDoS attacks fail to
achieve in degrading the target machine. Apart from filtering, Cisco solution cleans
malicious data and allows legitimate packets to pass through, thus maintaining the
business integrity.
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The table below gives an insight about list of approaches and detection categories.

DETECTION

APPROACH

CATEGORY
Session History

“DDoS- shield” uses session history to detect the attack

Traffic

“CALD”, “A novel method for detecting application

Monitoring/

layer DDoS attacks”, “An effective approach to counter

Web

application layer DDoS attacks”, “Cisco Systems

User

Defeating DDoS Attacks “and “Application layer DDoS

Behavior

detection using Clustering analysis” uses Traffic
monitoring or Web user behavior.
Clustered User

“Detection and offense mechanism to defend against

Sessions

application

layer

DDoS

attacks”

uses

K-means

clustering method to detect attacks. “Application layer
DDoS detection using Clustering analysis” uses
clustered user sessions.
Pattern

“An effective approach to counter application layer

recognition

DDoS attacks” and “Timeslot monitoring model for
application layer DDoS attack detection” uses pattern
recognition to detect an attack.

IP address

“A three layer defense mechanism based on web servers
against DDoS attacks” uses IP address to detect the
attack traffic.

Signature

“A novel framework to detect and block DDoS attack at
application layer” uses signature to determine whether
the user is suspicious or not.

Packet

“IP Trace back system for network and application layer

Marking

attacks” uses packet marking method.
Table 3: Classification Based on Detection Categories
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The table below gives an insight about list of approaches and attack category they
come under.

ATTACK CATEGORY

APPROACH

flooding,

“DDoS-Shield”, “Detection and offense

Asymmetric or Repeated

mechanism to defend against application

one-shot,

layer DDoS attacks”

Request

Session

Flooding
HTTP Request Flooding

“CALD”, “IP Trace back System for

Attacks

network and application layer attacks”, “A
novel method for detecting application
layer DDoS attacks”
Table 4: Classification Based on Attack Categories
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
It is clear that one of the major hazardous security threats today comes from DDoS
attacks. Detection and prevention of DDoS attacks is still an ongoing research. From
this research, we can see that it is a tedious task to distinguish legitimate traffic from
that of the bad traffic. It is even more difficult to block the attack traffic without
having any impact on the performance of server in providing services to the
legitimate users. In this thesis, we also studied about various approaches to detect
and defend against DDoS attacks in application layer, as mentioned in Chapter 5.
[47] - [60] also proposed various approaches to detect and mitigate DDoS attacks.
Each paper proposed a new method to detect and defend DDOS attacks.
Most of the approaches used user session history or user behavior to detect the
anomalies. All the approaches proposed are efficient in their own way, but when it
comes to huge amount of attack traffic it becomes difficult to overcome these attacks
completely. Lots of approaches have been proposed by various researchers and
many papers have been published relating to this problem. Hence, our future
direction towards DDoS attack defense would be to collect different data sets from
the proposed approaches, compare the results and come up with various mechanisms
that can handle and mitigate the DDoS attacks more effectively.
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